


MTB HYDRAULIC BREAKERS
MORE POWER, LESS WASTE MORE POWER, LESS WASTE 

MTB hydraulic breakers are easy to use for operators and they are designed for all excavator 
weight and model varieties. They are designed with a focus on breaking performance. 
MTB breakers are manufactured for the toughest construction demands rock, concrete, asphalt 
and marble. As MTB hydraulic breakers can be operated in any position, they can be used for any 
application such as oversize boulder breaking in quarrying and mining, overhead breaking in 
tunnelling, concrete breaking for demolition and specialised underwater projects.

Tunnel Breakers
We designed a special piston for tunnel operations for MTB “5” serie breaker models. The most 
important reason for their demand in tunnel operations is their superior impact power, continuous 
impact ability in scanning operations and their ability to work in steep angles. The lifetime of the 
piston is prolonged by 60% thanks to their automatic greasing system and special seal design. 
They block the dust and debris from entering the system with their special greasing system and 
their wiper seal in the lower bushing for tunnel operations. This way, tunnel breaker series has 
earned a place between the top selling breakers. 
To be used in the Tunnel Series we produce 6 different models with 2 chassis designs between
900-1575 kg for the excavators in the range of 10-26 tonnes.



Contact:

cekici@hidro-rad.hr +(385) 21 721 041

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONTECHNICAL INFORMATION

MTB 95 TN-M
MTB 95 TN-M breakers which are produced to be used in the tunnel breaker series are produced 
as 920 kg for the excavators in the range of 10-16 tonnes.

MTB 95 TN-M Tunnel Breakers

OPERATING WEIGHT kg 920

MINI EXCAVATOR CARRIER WEIGHT T 10 - 16

IMPACT ENERGY

LPM 70 - 130

WORKING PRESSURE Bar 125

OIL FLOW

J 1760

FREQUENCY bpm 400 - 700

TOOL DIAMETER mm 100

VOLME 128Db


